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The oil boom 700 is a flexible scum board oil boom with an immersion depth
of 400 mm and a freeboard of 300 mm.

It is available in standard lengths of 10, 20 and 25 metres. On request, special
lengths can be delivered.

The oil boom segments are connected with each other by means of aluminium
quick coupling bars.

The outer skin of the oil boom 700 consists of a plastic coated carrier fabric
which provides high tensile strength. A welded PVC rand prevents the oil boom
from being worn through when rubbing against the bank and stabilizes the
upper edge.

In a distance of each 600 mm, buoyant bags with floats and counter weights
are installed to guarantee a stabile position on the water surface and an optimal
oil retention.

The oil boom is placed flatly on the water surface. The water which pours into
the buoyant bags permits the oil boom to turn down so that it will stand upright
in the water like a fence.

material: PVC coated polyester fabric, 900 g/m2
floating body: PU 80 x 80 x 400 mm
ballast weight: iron round weight with a diameter of 60 x 30 mm
fall height: 700 mm
draught: approx. 400 mm
distant of buoyant
bags: 600 mm
weight: approx. 2.3 kg/m
coupling system: aluminium flexible coupling bar
standard length: 10, 20 and 25 m
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The oil boom 700 is a flexible scum board oil boom with a draught of 400 mm
and has been designed for operations on standing waters or waters with a low
flow rate.

It can be applied in bays and be transported on trailers. Installation can be
effected within a very short set-up time.

A detailed equipment system guarantees optimal efficiency under various
conditions (bank adjustments for different water levels, different tail ends,
connection ends for other blocking systems etc.)

As per equipment and spare-part list

On request.
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